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ABSTRACT

About Coin Lords

Coin Lords is a free-to-play trading card game where players compete in an epic race
to gain profits in the volatile Crypto market using cards that represent real-life
events and situations.

The game is built to comically reflect the wild events of real-life Crypto markets and
also to provide an on-boarding ramp and educational platform for those who are new
to Crypto.

The $LORDS token is designed to be the core currency of Coin Lords, fueling the
ecosystem that empowers players to earn and sell Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs).

What’s exciting about us?

● Real Life Market Events

Coin Lords revolves entirely around real life events which occur inside the
Crypto Markets. This allows Coin Lords to be positioned as a training ground
for real life, an educational resource for those curious about Crypto and as an
on-boarding ramp for newcomers.

● Exciting Gameplay

Coin Lords makes light of the roller coaster emotional swings which Crypto
enthusiasts experience on a daily basis. Investing in real life Crypto is a highly
emotional experience often with life changing effects. In some ways the
Crypto market is like one big living Meme. Coin Lords embraces the comedic
aspects of Crypto trading in a safe and friendly environment.
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● Play to Earn Economy

Coin Lords gives rewards to players via $LORDS tokens for participating in
events and increasing skill levels in competitive play. $LORDS tokens have real
world value and are an integral component of the Coin Lords ecosystem.
$LORDS tokens enable community members to receive tangible real-world
benefit from their gameplay and to have influence over important core team
decisions representing player ownership over the future of the game. Gone are
the days of top-down corporate structure, now is the time of decentralized
decision making. $LORDS tokens are an integral part of the Coin Lords
ecosystem and contribute to a long-term vision of enjoyable gaming with real
world benefit.

● True digital ownership

Coin Lords game cards are represented in NFTs which gives true digital asset
ownership to players. Anyone can buy, sell, trade, or destroy their cards just
like in real life. Additionally, Coin Lords offers players a unique opportunity to
create new cards as well either through governance influence obtained by
collecting $LORDS tokens or by fusing cards together to make new cards.

● Using the power of Ethereum Ecosystem

Coin Lords’ assets will be powered by Ethereum & Immutable X, Ethereum’s
first zero-knowledge rollup (zk-rollup) for NFTs. Ethereum core technology will
provide us with the security and stability of a developed blockchain for our
PFP NFTs & governance model and Immutable will allow for a gas-free NFT
minting and trading environment at scale for trading Coin Lord NFT cards.

$LORDS Token Summary

The purpose of the $LORDS token is to fuel the Play to Earn Economy that holders
can use to make in-game purchases, upgrade their NFTs, and vote in governance
decisions, collect royalties & collect burning fees. $LORDS token will also be used for
staking rewards.
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$BFC Token summary

The purpose of launching $BFC is to provide a representation of a Cryptocurrency
alt-coin for a realistic in-game experience with a true and active crypto market
alt-coin coin. By releasing a brand new coin in this fashion, players will have an
opportunity to watch and participate in the full market swings of a newly launched
alt-coin from day one.

Backers

Early stage VC
https://www.antler.co

Navi Singh
Managing Partner

Antler

Nicholas Dassaigne
Group Partner
Y Combinator

Justin Stottlemyer
Angel Investor

Former Original 50 Facebook

Eduardo Ronzano
Early Stage Investor

Axie Infinity, SkillZ, P00LS

Alexei Chemenda
Early Stage Investor
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INTRODUCTION

What is Coin Lords?

Coin Lords is a free-to-play trading card game where players compete in an epic race
to gain profits in the volatile Crypto market using cards which represent real life
events and situations.

Designed for people who love tradable card games and who are passionate about
Crypto, the game is built to comically reflect the wild events of real life Crypto
markets. Coin Lords is also an on-boarding ramp for those who are new to the
emotions of the Crypto scene.

Led by competitive gaming enthusiasts in popular games such as Magic: The
Gathering, Hearthstone, Gods Unchained and Dominion, the Coin Lords game
designers combine their passion for tradable card games with their obsession of the
Crypto markets.

The game focuses on competitive play, which means players must strategically
outsmart their opponents by building decks that are able to combat a wide variety of
tactics. In Coin Lords, players can completely own their digital items, giving them the
freedom to trade, sell, and use their cards within or beyond the game – just like
owning real, tangible cards in real life.

Lore

Satoshi blessed the Plebs with Bitcoin and with this gift came an unprecedented
anything-goes, no-rules digital economy. The global mania which ensured unleashed
a digital race to rapid wealth where anyone can land on the moon. Some people align
with the economic forces of Good; by providing value and mining their way to stable
profits. Others with a keen eye and sharp intuition capture short term gains in rapid
succession by buying dips and selling tops. There are some however who choose to
explore the darker arts…exploiting the trust of innocent passers by for all their worth
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in the ultimate battle of digital good and evil. It's said that a week in Crypto equals a
full year in the regular world.

In this race against time to land yourself on the moon you'll be faced with countless
obstacles, sideways trading, historic events, powerful enemies, bear market losses
and bullish opportunities. You may find however that your greatest enemy is
actually… yourself, as nothing strikes more frequently than one's own emotions of
fear and greed.

Our Mission

Tradable card games have evolved from niche groups of early adopters into the
public spotlight; with full-time gamers traveling cross country to compete in
publicized national tournaments for large prize pools. Coin Lords is the next step in
this evolution. In addition to being an enjoyable game that generates real-time
income for players, Coin Lords is also an educational platform and on-boarding ramp
for the general public to learn critical facts and lessons about the emotional aspects
of day-to-day life within the Crypto markets. Coin Lords is not just a game, it’s a
bridge between worlds.

Changing the game with real life events and educationally motivated
content

Most tradable card games live in fantasy worlds with fictional characters, events and
game play interactions which offer little to no practical value in the real world. This
conundrum presents some merits of escaping reality for a moment of enjoyable
gaming but also detracts from advancing ones personal or professional life in a
productive or tangible way. The introduction of esports and prize pots provides some
aspects of real world benefit by way of organized teams of players earning real life
income however game play itself within many esport environments continues to live
in a mostly fantasy world.

Coin Lords provides a risk free environment which introduces and exposes players to
real life investor emotions, market swings, hacks, protective measures and capital
strategies which have been occuring every day inside the Crypto Markets for many
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years. This creates an environment where players engage with fun and competitive
gaming while developing skills which are directly applicable in the real world.
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REVOLUTIONARY CARD GAME EXPERIENCE

Dynamic Trading Card NFTs

Ever wonder who owned your cards before you did? Every trade made by every card
between all players is stored into the NFTs metadata. Players can see exactly which
players owned their cards before them and collect cards from their favorite
tournament champions. Imagine owning your own private set of the exact cards used
by the top players in the biggest tournaments on the planet. This feature is designed
for the true collectors experience and brings personalized celebrity autographs to
the next dimension.

Additionally, every competitive game statistic won or lost with every card are also
stored into the NFTs metadata. Looking for your lucky card set? Players can now
review the exact win/loss history of every card and build custom decks exclusively
with cards which served their previous owners well. Ditch those unlucky cards and
focus on the winners with a flaming hot win-streak.

Trading Card Rentals

Ever want to play with the most expensive cards without having to buy them? Coin
Lords allows players to rent your cards to other players at any price, or for free, in a
100% risk free and automated environment. Players can now temporarily share cards
amongst each other for tournaments or invest in the best cards and rent them out as
a side hustle inside the Coin Lords ecosystem.

Gems and Power-ups

Mastery takes time and is rewarded with prowess. After choosing a Coin Lords game
Character, players can hone their preferred skills using in-game earned Gems which
provide special Power-Ups to their Characters. Gems can also be bought and sold on
the open market. Players who continuously engage in competitive gaming inevitably
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earn more free Gems and are able to share or sell them with friends and with the Coin
Lords community.

Upgrading and Creating Trading Cards

Ever want to create your own cards? Some Coin Lords cards can be fused together
using $LORDS tokens to unlock special limited edition card art designs as well as
unique in-game card functions.
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PLAY TO EARN ECONOMY

The concept of a Play to Earn Economy contains three obvious components; Play,
Earn, and Economy. The key to a sustainable Play to Earn economy is to understand
what each of these three components represent and then to simultaneously deliver
successfully on each..

Play

First and foremost; having a game that people want to play and a group of people
who enjoy playing it. This primary component forms the foundational layer for which
everything is built upon. The game itself must leave people with a positive feeling
and a desire to play again and again. Without this component implemented
successfully nothing else can exist.
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The founders of Coin Lords are gamers at heart, we’ve been playing tradable card
games since we were little kids in elementary school. We’re addressing the Play
component by drawing inspiration from our favorites games over the past decade.

Earn

To earn implies to make money of which the Poker card game is among the most
successful examples. This component strikes controversy in many players as it holds
the potential to change the dynamic of game play from fun and friendly into fierce
and toxic. The Earn component of a game must provide some sort of benefit to
players outside of the foundational game play environment, transferable into the
‘real world’.

Coin Lords addresses the Earn component via the $LORDS token that players Earn
by playing and can use to buy new cards, stake for rewards, participate in
governance and/or sell on open market exchanges.

Economy

The word economy implies interaction between two or more people and is an
expansion from the above Earn component. After a player Earns, they need to be
provided with a way to interact with those earnings. Although Magic: The Gathering is
one of our favorite card games, it fails to provide an Economy to players. Similarly,
although Poker is one of the most successful Earn based games on earth, it fails to
provide Economy to players as well. Axie Infinity and Gods Unchained have
successfully demonstrated that NFT’s provide players with tangible and complete
asset ownership over game play items and are natural sources of inspiration for Coin
Lords: Battle to the Moon. Players of a fun game who are able to Earn while playing
must be provided with a means for interacting with other players with their assets
and earnings.

Coin Lords addresses the Economy component by including players in every aspect
of the project. Players can leverage off of NFT based asset ownership, an easy to use
buy/sell marketplace for player assets, bonuses for interactive community
engagement, transparent communication and inclusion into key gaming and
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business decisions such as card designs and game rules plus much more. Any new
participant in the Coin Lords Economy can have a powerful and lasting impact on the
future of the game and exchange or trade their card assets with other players in
various ways.

As per our revenue model, 21% of all sales will be distributed proportionally as
rewards to token holders that actively stake $LORDS.
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REVENUE SOURCES

Coin Lords is built as a free-to-play game. Because of the free-to-play model, we rely
on releasing future monetized content & assets that expand the gameplay, and
serves as a revenue stream to Coin Lords and its stakeholders.

The revenue stream will not only benefit Coin Lords but also token holders who
actively stake $LORDS. 21% of all sales will be distributed proportionally as rewards
to stakers. If a user opts to use a token other than $LORDS as payment, 21% of the
purchase will be swapped for $LORDS on the open market and sent to the rewards
pool, and will be distributed proportionally to the stakers.

Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs)

● PFP Avatar NFTs

Coin Lords will be releasing PFP (“Picture for Proof”) NFT collections
composed of avatars generated from game characters. Users will be able to
use the PFP avatars within the game to indicate their allegiance with their
game play style. These PFP Avatar NFTs will also be used as a governance
token. Below are some of the perks & rights of holding PFP Avatar NFTs:

➢ Use as an in-game avatar
➢ Receive airdrop of $LORDS token
➢ Exclusive access to alpha testing
➢ Exclusive access to prized events with up to $100,000 in prize pots
➢ Your personalized avatar signature on one real game play card for a

lifelong representation of your participation in the Coin Lords PFP
launch

➢ Inclusion within in-Game Rule decision making
➢ Inclusion within Game Design decision making
➢ Inclusion into core team decision making
➢ Access to investor updates
➢ Access to financial updates
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➢ Opportunity to provide new card art designs for in play game circulation
➢ Opportunity to provide new card rules based on your preferences and

real experiences
➢ Opportunity to provide card flavor text to be printed on real game cards

in NFT format

● Trading Card and Card Pack NFTs

A card pack is a set of cards released by Coin Lords periodically to keep the
game fun & full of excitement and add new content.

Since each card will be an NFT bound by an ERC-721 token and card set will
comprise numerous cards, meaning; each card set will include numerous NFTs
with multiple rarity levels. Each card in a card pack will have a specific max
supply making it quantifiably scarce in the market.

Once a card pack is purchased, users will be able to use the cards contained
within that pack to build more customized and competitive decks, play with
those decks, or be able to trade cards with other players within the Coin Lords
marketplace.
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● Gems & Power Up NFTs

Gems are earned by playing Coin Lords and provide special or enhanced
in-game abilities. Each Coin Lords Character has access to a different set and
style of Gems which can be used in various combinations. Gems are earned by
players through game play or through purchase with $LORDS tokens and can
also be bought and sold on the open market with other players. Some Gems
provide a one-time-use effect and other Gems provide on-going abilities
throughout an entire game or through multiple games.

Rental Fees

In addition to buying/selling cards, players may also rent cards to other players at
any time. When renting cards, the card owner may choose the parameters of the
rental including;

● Length of time of the rental
● Cost of the rental, determined in $LORDS tokens
● Option for buy/sell of cards at any time
● Option to convert a portion of rental fees towards full purchase/selling of

cards after the rental period has concluded

Royalty Fees

A royalty fee applies to all Coin Lords asset trades, buys, sells or rentals on any ETH
and Immutable X powered marketplace. Our revenue will grow as the marketplace
volume grows. This will be a primary revenue source for Coin Lords, its stakeholders
and card collectors.
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TOKENOMICS

$LORDS

$LORDS is our in-game currency and governance token with a fixed supply of
2,100,000,000 predetermined to unlock over 4 years to ensure all participating
stakeholders remain well incentivized.

The purpose of the $LORDS token is to fuel the Play to Earn Economy that holders
can use to make in-game purchases, upgrade their NFTs, and vote in governance
decisions. $LORDS tokens will also be used for staking rewards. Users who actively
stake $LORDS tokens will receive 21% of the primary sales as well as 21% of the
trading fees of NFTs that Coin Lords will receive from secondary marketplaces in the
form of $LORDS. If the user opts to not use $LORDS as a payment, the user can
choose to pay entirely in the currency they choose. In this instance, 21% of this
purchase will be automatically swapped for $LORDS on the open market and sent to
the rewards pool from which it will be distributed proportionately to all token holders
who actively stake $LORDS.

Below is the breakdown of the token allocation:

● Play to Earn Reward
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735,000,000 $LORDS tokens (35% of total) will be reserved for the Play to
Earn Rewards. This is the largest allocation of tokens as Play to Earn is key to
the Coin Lords’ economy. Play to Earn rewards will unlock upon the launch of
our beta version along with the token launch event and will fully unlock over a
5 year period.

● Community

420,000,000 $LORDS tokens (20% of total) will be reserved for Community
Rewards & Engagement. This is the second largest allocation of tokens as we
believe a strong community will be the foundation of Coin Lords. A portion of
Community tokens will be unlocked via governance proposals over a period of
5 years.

● Reserve

315,000,000 $LORDS tokens (15% of total) will be allocated to Coin Lords for
the development of the Coin Lords ecosystem. No amount of these tokens will
be distributed to the team, investors or stakeholders. These tokens will unlock
over a period of 36 months with a 6-month cliff after the token sale.

● Team

315,000,000 $LORDS tokens (15% of total) will be allocated to the Coin Lords
core team and will unlock over a period of 24 months with a 6-month cliff after
the token sale.

● Investors

210,000,000 $LORDS tokens (10% of total) will be allocated to the Coin Lords
investors via a private sale and will unlock over a period of 24 months with a
6-month cliff after the token sale.

● Public Sale
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105,000,000 $LORDS tokens (5% of total) will be used for our public token
sale. This will bring the necessary funding to build a successful game and
raise the value of our ecosystem.

The utility of $LORDS token will be as follows:

● Play to Earn rewards
● Upgrade NFTs
● In-game purchases
● Card rentals
● Governance Voting
● Staking
● Collect revenue from transaction fees
● Collect burning fee
● Re-distribute revenue to stakeholders

Supply Unlock Schedule

The circulating supply of $LORDS tokens is designed to incentivize long-term growth
and sustainability. Below is the anticipated circulating supply unlock schedule:
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$BFC

$BFC is our in-game representation of an alt-coin and comes with a fixed total
supply of 69,420,000,000. The purpose of launching $BFC is to provide a
representation of a Cryptocurrency alt-coin for a realistic in-game experience with a
true and active crypto market alt-coin coin.

100% of the $BFC coin, minus the supply required to provide initial liquidity, will be
open to public exchange markets and none of the supply will be distributed to the
Coin Lords team members, advisors, investors or affiliates in any way whatsoever.
There will also be no utility or intended utility for the $BFC coin in Coin Lords. Coin
Lords will provide some initial market liquidity for the $BFC coin launch; however,
that is the full extent of financial participation and benefit by Coin Lords into the
$BFC coin launch.
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SCHOLARSHIPS

Coin Lords scholarships give educational and income earning opportunities to
hard-working and dedicated communities across the globe. Funding is provided for
computers, internet, instructors and safe places to go online and learn about Crypto
via the Coin Lords platform. $LORDS tokens will be allocated towards Scholarships
from various Coin Lords revenue sources. Governance of funding for scholarships
shall be partially delegated to $LORDS token stakers and active Coin Lords
community members.

Although details around Coin Lords scholarships are still in development and yet to
be unveiled, there is an affinity among the core team towards having a strong and
lasting positive impact among teenagers and young adults throughout Africa.
Scholarships are an important part of the Coin Lords Roadmap, more details coming
throughout the second half of 2022.
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GOVERNANCE

Community involvement is a core part of the Coin Lords ecosystem and numerous
aspects of governance and related decision making are available to $LORDS holders
& PFP Avatar NFT holders. Some of the governance and decision making items
outsourced to $LORDS token holders include:

● Card art decisions
● New character roles
● Game play rules
● Card effects and game interactions
● Game play balancing
● Live event locations
● Collaborations and industry partnerships
● Flavor text on cards (for fun!)
● Scholarships
● Plus more to come!
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ROADMAP

Coin Lords is dedicated to launching a fun, competitive & exciting game. Below is our
development roadmap:
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OUR TEAM

Coin Lords is being built by a team with experience in gaming, development and
scaling startup companies.

Eric Gilbert-Williams

Eric began playing and collecting Magic: The Gathering cards while in elementary
school and is currently an enthusiastic hobbyist player of the Legacy Meta
Gameplay Format at local events and with friends. Some of Eric’s other earlier
favorite games included Warhammer Fantasy where he started with a Dark Elves
army then cycled through the Undead set release and then Orcs and Goblins.
Currently you’ll find Eric online with his Oculus Quest headset, playing the D&D
inspired Dameo, War Planes flight sim or practicing in the lightsaber dojo of Vader
Immortal 3.

As a lifelong entrepreneur since age 18 Eric has been involved in successful startups
in multiple industries including event production, construction and Bitcoin mining. He
has founded, led and managed teams of up to 60+ people in size, several million
dollars in annually recurring revenue, and is also an active angel investor. Eric is also
active in some DAO projects; he is the host of the CityDAO podcast and a participant
in Krause House. He is also an active Mental Health advocate and philanthropist
through his other podcast: From Rock Bottom to Rockin’ It.

Eric provided the first cash injection of operating capital into the development of
Coin Lords and represents true skin-in-the-game attachment to this project's
successful outcome.

Twitter - @memebrains
Discord - MemeBrains#0677
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Bhargav Patel

Bhargav has been an avid gamer & developer since elementary school when he was
first given a MS-DOS computer.  Over the years he has collected WWE & Pokemon
cards. In his spare time, you will find him playing League of Legends and Call of Duty.

Bhargav started his entrepreneurial journey in school, taking random gigs from
businesses that couldn’t figure out what “Cloud” meant. For the past 10 years, he has
built multiple start-ups, with the most recent start-up scaling to 20M+ users prior to
acquisition.

Bhargav has also been building blockchain tech over the past 4 years focusing on
making the consumer onboarding experience easier for non-crypto natives.

Twitter - @0xTheBossDragon
Discord - TheBossDragon#8048

Andrew Falk

Andrew has over a decade of experience in various trading card games; including
Magic: The Gathering, Eternal, Shadowverse, Hearthstone, Gwent, Pokemon TCG,
Weiss Schwarz, Flesh and Blood, Yu-Gi-Oh, and many others.
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Magic: The Gathering is his favorite game and he's been competing in tournaments
2-4 times a week at local card shops for many years.

Outside of trading card games, Andrew spends his time playing video games, with
strategy themes being his primary genre of choice.

Andrew’s passion for trading card games extends back over a decade; he is very
excited to be a part of the design team for Coin Lords. Andrew draws from his
experience of playing a vast multitude of TCG's to input this knowledge into
designing fair and balanced cards for a long-term sustainable and enjoyable game
play for everyone.

Discord - wizard36#4309
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SOCIAL CHANNELS

Website: https://coinlords.com
Twitter: https://twitter.com/CoinLordsHQ
Discord: https://discord.gg/K3gQT8GgsR
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/coinlordshq
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